
How can we align our team around new initiatives?

Most companies still struggle to innovate. The skills to be a good traditional manager, engineer or marketer 
are quite different from the skills needed to be an effective innovator. To align a strategic business unit, or an 
entire management team around a new initiative, something a little out of the ordinary is required to over- 
come typical challenges and roadblocks.
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Top Planning Challenges:

A successful Innovation roadmap requires collaborative planning

Foundational clarity: starting with why

Organisations need a way of planning projects that:

The key to good planning decisions is a strong process. It doesn’t have to require a lot of time, but it does require getting the team 
together and getting everyone aligned on what needs to be done. A good product roadmap needs to incorporate both a sense of 
priorities and a degree of flexibility.

To be sure, blindly executing against a set list of priorities without reference to changing circumstances obviously isn’t the right way to 
go. But neither is being completely swamped by day-to-day priorities, or getting distracted by ad-hoc clients demands (greasing the 
squeakiest wheels). Balance is required. If something needs to be added to the roadmap, what is going to be removed?

The key to success is not just documenting the roadmap itself, but bringing the team together in a way that they have really understood each 
other and communicated around commercial priorities. Each member of team understands what the team is committing to and why. That sets 
the team up for success, so they have the shared understanding to execute against priorities, but to also ahve the shared vocabulary make 
smart decisions in accordance with changing circumstances.

Not knowing where to start

Typical executional pitfalls once an Innovation Roadmap has been created

A. GETTING OFF TRACK

• Getting bogged down with day to day demands and 
not executing the roadmap consistently

• Diverging from the roadmap by building stuff in re-
sponse to ad-hoc customer complaints

B. BEING OVERLY RIGID

• Overly literalistic delivery: trying to deliver every 
aspect of the roadmap on time is laudable, but execut-
ing it blindly isn’t consistent with optimal commercial 
outcomes



The Innovation Summit brings your key people together and gives them powerful innovation tools. Working 
with experienced facilitators, your people will generate a large number of actionable innovation projects. 
We can run a summit for small groups in as little as a day, but for best results, we recommend engaging your 
leadership team and a cross-section of employees for a two day summit.

Contact Innovator today: info@innovator.sg

Questions this will help us answer:

 How can we grow?

 What ideas, projects and products should we focus on?

 How can we create a more effective innovation pipeline?

Day 1 highlights
The focus for Day 1 is on generating options that match commercial priorities, while engaging the team both at an ideas level, and 
at an emotional level. We take the team through several activity stages to elicit their active participation. Participants shown here are 
engineers and commercial managers who have been challenged by the CEO to double business unit revenue in three years.

What you will have at the end of this 2-day workshop:

• A clearly documented product roadmap that matches your commercial priorities 

• Team clarity and consensus around what needs to be done and why

• An improved level of focus and energy among your development team

• A clear view on which roadmap items will need to shift if new priorities arise

How can an Innovation Summit help us plan more effectively?

Hopes & fears exercise CEO sets goals Generating options Sorting options

Day 2 highlights
On the second day, the focus is around evaluating and prioritizing options, and on creating detailed project plans, especially for 
projects with high early-win potential.

Evaluating options Prioritizing options Focusing on early wins Creating detailed plans


